
 
VANESSA CAMILLE BAYLISS 

AGED 16 YEARS  
19TH OCT. 1969 - 7TH DECEMBER 1985 
PRECIOUS AND ONLY DAUGHTER OF 

PETER AND CHRISTINE 
STAUNCH FRIEND & CHERISHED SISTER OF 

ALEXANDER & JEAN-PAUL 
RIDE WITH THE WIND MY FRIEND 

R.I.P. 
 

Dear Sir Anthony Frank Mason AC KBE I write on the 13th anniversary of death, 
 
The Chief Justice of the High Court of Australia, erred in his judgment for 7 years. 
 
"It is my pleasant task once again to write a few words of welcome to you, the members of... renew your 
membership because you are aware of the many benefits to be obtained from involvement with the Society; 
new members will quickly realise the advantages which membership brings. Participation in extra-curricular 
activities adds to the enjoyment of university life and offers the opportunity to forge lasting friendships.  
 
As patron, I was pleased to be able to attend the Society's Annual Dinner... wish the society continued 
success in all its activities during... year."  
 
To affilliate, associate and endorse an organisation violating the Defamation, Disability Discrimination, 
Australian Capital Territory Crimes and Commonwealth Crimes Acts and also being in contempt of the High 
Court Rules of Australia. 
 

"Do you .. 
# Feel the need to sleaze on to 1st years? 

# Wear a hanky on your head? 
# Interrupt committee meetings? 

# And generally act like an ASIO spy after the electro torture? 
Well then Scrabble is the game for you.  

And remember Deranged on a triple letter score is worth BIG points. 
 

NONCOMPOSMENTIS, CONGENITAL IDIOCY, MALADJUSTMENT, PARANOIA, DELUSION, 
LUNACY"  

 
[Words printed in a Scrabble® formation.] 

Edited by Kirsten Edwards Fullbright Scholarship and her lover Mathew  Sag 
 

Federal Attorney-General's adviser Paul Bolster lies to Human Rights Commission. 
Even Scrabble®  16/7/1992 M.D. advised me, "They have given you the evidence." The Australian National 
University, Deacons Graham & James, Mallesons Stephen Jaques and Australian Federal Police 
underestimated their one braindamaged foe.  
 
"I am writing in response to your telephone enquiry about this patients suitability to do a law degree. As you 
know he suffered a severe head injury. He recently had a full neuropsychological assessment which showed 
global impairment of cognitive functioning. He functions at the high/average scale, his premorbid function 
being estimated at a significantly higher level. 
 



From this one would anticipate that he would have some difficulty pursuing his law degree and one would 
not recommend it without reservation. It might be best for him to enroll in a less taxing course for twelve 
months and, depending on his performance, then transfer to law if it is anticipated that he can manage the 
course." Gytis Danta, Neurologist, Canberra Specialist Centre Tel 02 6285 2460 Fax 02 6285 1944  
 
Fortunately, braindamaged foe with the best Phaedra complex medical barrister. 
 
#. Parker QC, Roger, Barrister-at-Law, (61 2 9221 3890), p.127, Chapter 7, Adducing Evidence to Prove or 
Disprove Brain Damage, Brain Damage Medico-Legal Aspects,  Blackwell Press, Sydney, (1994). (My 
Phaedra complex Philip Bates is General Editor, UNSW,) (61 2 9385 2584) 
“6. The Clinical Picture in Focal Cerebral Disorder Lishman says at p.16 that strictly focal brain damage can 
be responsible for both acute and chronic organic reactions. He says that a frontal lesion may confer 
distinctive changes of disposition and temperament. Most characteristic is a disinhibition with expansive 
overfamiliarity, tactlessness, over-talk[at]iveness, childish excitement or prankish and punning social and 
ethical control may be diminished with a lack of concern for the future and for the consequence of actions. 
Sexual indiscretions and petty misdemeanours may occur, or gross errors of judgement with regard to 
financial or interpersonal matters. Sometimes there is a marked indifference, even callousness for the feelings 
of others. Equally lack of anxiety and insight on the part of the patient into his or her condition. Elevation of 
mood is often seen, namely an empty and fatuous euphoria rather than a true elation which communicates to 
the observer. In other cases the principal changes are lack of initiative, aspontaneity and a profound slowing 
of psychomotor activity. Concentration, attention and ability to carry out a planned activity are impaired by 
these changes but performance on tests of formal intelligence is often surprisingly well preserved once the 
patient’s co-operation has been secured.” Reference:- Lishman, William Alwyn, Organic Psychiatry, The 
Psychological Consequences of Cerebral Disorder, Blackwell Scientific Publications, Oxford, (1987). 
 
The Australian National University Scrabble® Society World Political Asylum Tour started by hand 
delivering these documents to 300+ consulates around Australia, only after 70+ arrests, 70+ charges and 70+ 
days custody of me had taken place. 
Northern Territory police took me to Darwin psychiatric hospital, as I am "rather unusual". Psychiatrists 
scheduled me for 70+ days on the basis I was delusional because of an Australian Federal Police statement 
confirming the negligence of the Chief Justice of the High Court of Australia and paranoid  because of a 
sheet of quotes of politicians, lawyers, media and police advising me I will be killed. 
 
Australian Federal Police do take statements to fight crime and win.  Likewise, politicians, lawyers, media 
and police advise people they will be killed for fun. 
 
The United Nations aspire to improve Human Rights for all in 185 Member States. 
© Alexander Marcel André Sebastian Bayliss  @ The Society of United Nations 
Darwin is a capital city without a neurologist and as a result their psychiatrists  
misdiagnose as they are not familiar with the symptoms of severe brain damage. 
And 1 psychiatrist said, "We have a rare exception as he is extremely intelligent", 
others confirmed by ringing others they did not know whether I am mad or not. 
Gytis Danta Neurologist 02 6285 2460, Attilla Gyory GP 02 6295 5997, Dt Sgt Jeff Brown 02 6256 7777 
and Wilfrid Barker 02 9428 3436 
 
Psychiatrists gave taped evidence in the Magistrates Court to schedule me. So I am making a formal 
complaint to Brian Burdekin, Special Adviser, United Nations Human Rights Commissioner as it is in 
contravention of United Nations Covenants. 
Psychiatrsits; -Mellissa Finokin, Tovo Warren, Vladamir Todorovic, On Kyaw, Franco Garrupto, Randiri 
Singh, Mario San Pedro, Catherine Corniglio, Rob Parker, Howperachi Saro, Greg Hugh, Trish Nagel, Jo 
Lindall, Louise Nash, Danny Stewart; Darwin Hospital 08 8922 8888 



 
The Commonwealth Attorney-General's, 20th August 1998, complaint of Adviser Paul Boster on 14th 
August saying I should see Prof Peter Baume, a psychiatrist, and be on medication as I am paranoid and 
delusional,  had Lishman's quote in it. Yet, I was prescribed a mood stabiliser and antipsychotic. An 
Australian Federal Police statement and a copy of others quotes does not mean one fits into DSM IV.  
Lishman, W.A.  wrote  "Elevation of mood is often seen, namely an empty and fatous euphoria rather than a 
true elation which communicates to the observer." in Organic Psychiatry, The Psychological Consequences 
of Cerebral Disorder, Blackwell Scientific Publications, Oxford (1987).  
 
The Mental Health Tribunals of the Northern Territory, like Western Australia, South Australia, Tasmania, 
Victoria, New South Wales and Queensland are a farce of legislative dark ages. This is why the Australian 
Capital Territory did not copy. 
Phillip Thompson Registrar ACT Magistrates Court 02 6217 4332 Philip Bates UNSW  School of Health 
Services Management 02 9385 2584 
 
I am grateful Philip Bates took me out of Prince Henry Hospital in 1986, where I was inspired by brain 
damaged vegetative states, to rehabilitate. Philip Bates was my outstanding personal academic who knew the 
most vital period for recovery was the first 12 months. I must question limited resources for other recoveries. 
Hugh Dickson at Prince Henry Hospital Anzac Parade Little Bay NSW 2036 02 9282 5555 and UNSW 
Faculty of Medicine 02 9385 2444 
 
Robert Tym advised Philip Bates,"Alexander does not fit into a psychometric category, he is just rather 
unusual." Asking later I was then told, "Unless you give me $400, I am going to write a report saying you are 
paranoid and delusional." 
Michael Helman did offer Robert Tym $400, to get me off a false accusation on a plea of insanity. Under 
cross-examination told how he and Timothy Chadwick had breached client confidentially, then stuck his 
fingers up at the Chief Magistrate. 
 
Ramish Gupta wrote, "This young man is eccentric and has an unusual thought process, however does not fit 
into a psychometric category." He later threatened to give me lithium as I had left an amusing message on his 
answering machine. Michael Shihoff prescribed tranquillezers, later breaching patient confidentiality in front 
of Robin Jenkins, as he abused me for never taking advised medications. 
Michael Shihoff told Supreme Court that, "Alexander has a very traumatic life."  
Then fired me as giving evidence was not as lucrative as quick Medicare fraud. 
Adelaine Hodkinson, Patricia Jongfer, John Sydney Smith misdiagnosed and misprescribed due to 
incompetence and undertraining of a medical profession. 
Sydney Smith, Dr J., p.2,What is Brain Damage?, Brain Damage Medico-Legal Aspect, Blackwell Press, 
Sydney, (1994). Introduction  
"Drugs administered therapeutically can have untoward effects on the brain;  
the most controversial being the major tranquillizers which can damage specific parts of the brain causing 
movement disorders." 
Will you question, "A Brief History of Time" or Steven Hawking as he is disabled? 
Why isn't the Australian Medical Association accountable? In Chelmsford cases? 
 
Your elevation of mood, disinhibition of personality or expansive overfamiliarity. 
"Medical practioners skilled in the art and who are not alerted to search and analyse recognizable signs have 
been known to confess to error." 
Parker QC, Roger, Barrister-at-Law, (61 2 9221 3890) 
P.118, Chapter 7,  Adducing Evidence to Prove or Disprove Brain Damage, Brain Damage Medico-Legal 
Aspect, Blackwell Press, Sydney, (1994). 
 



Alexander Marcel André Sebastian Barker Bailiff Ph.D. Law (H.C.)(A.N.U.) 
I induced labour 8 weeks premature at 6:03pm after hearing on ABC Radio Gough Whitlam threatened to 
block supply in the Senate.. 
Secretary-General  P.O. Box 70 Australian National University A.C.T. 0200 
The Society of United Nations   -   Making life easier. 	  


